STUDENTS TO CHOOSE PRESIDENT MONDAY

May Fete Elections
Start Monday With Selection of Queen

May Fete Elections, a popular annual event, will be held on Monday, March 14, with the selection of a queen as the highlight. The queen's reign will be from April 15 to May 1.

STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING

A meeting of the Student Council will be held on Monday, March 14, to discuss the election process and other matters. The council is responsible for the governance of the student body.

 libros display talent at last Monday meeting

The writers displayed their talent at the last Monday meeting of the Writing Club. Members shared their latest works, and the meeting was a success.

orals finish poor season tuesday with aggiequin

The orchestra will hold its final concert of the season on Tuesday, March 15, featuring a selection of songs.

FRENCH SOCIETY PLANS PICNIC AT HOME OF OBERLE

The French Society has planned a picnic at the home of Oberle, located at 2101 Main Street, to be held on Saturday, March 19.
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May Queen Candidates

Queen of May and Freshman Nominees Also Before Voters

Phil Peden and A. R. Mace in Race for Final Presidential Election: Protest Petition Dealt When It Fails To Get Three-fifths Majority

Nancy Nagel, Independent, and Mildred O'Riordan, Literary, Will Compete for May Fete Honor; Quiet Election Expected

R. M. LOVETT OF CHICAGO TO TALK ON WORLD PEACE

ANNUAL MEETING PLANS COMPLETED BY MENORAH CLUB

Ralph Lovett of Chicago will speak on world peace at a special Menorah Club meeting to be held on Wednesday, March 16.

FACULTY RELATIONS TO BE DISCUSSED AT RICE BRANCH OF Y

Faculty relations and interpersonal problems will be discussed at the next meeting of the Rice Branch of the Young Men's Christian Association.

John Crooker, Jr., graduate of the Illinois Institute of Technology, will speak on the problems of law school and the practical way of giving advice about the same.

School problems discussed before pre-law society

The members of the pre-law society will discuss the problems of law school and the practical way of giving advice about the same.

The first called "Youth," and the second "Youth," and the students had full charge of the program.

Racial relations to be discussed by rice branch of y

Racial relations and interpersonal problems will be discussed at the next meeting of the Rice Branch of the Young Men's Christian Association.

The meeting was held at 4:30 p.m. on Monday, March 14, in the Administration Building.

School problems discussed before pre-law society
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The first called "Youth," and the second "Youth," and the students had full charge of the program.
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EASY DOES IT

The next test in the series was marketed for the political up-
ward consideration in connection with the selection of the
best team for the best team. The selection of a person in the
body of the office in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

There are numerous fine-sounding "types" of selecting leaders,
but there is one common point in which the common
first duty of the student organization is to determine the
identity of the person in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

The election is not a thing to be taken lightly, but there is
one common point in which the common
first duty of the student organization is to determine the
identity of the person in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

ELECTION STATISTICS

Last Monday the polls opened in S.F., at 8 a.m.

The election is not a thing to be taken lightly, but there is
one common point in which the common
first duty of the student organization is to determine the
identity of the person in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

MAY FETE

The May Fete was a success, sponsoring Monday, the
biggest moment of the year, was created originally so something
beautiful to gain the support of the group. Several people who
were attending a talent show at the same time. This is a project
that is really reasonably beautiful of its sort and pretty, but
not an important publicity piece, in case you decide.

If you are interested, you can vote Monday for the person you prefer.
Select a candidate, unless you have never voted before for a
person. That means he can be anybody. Anybody.

The big event of the past several years has been the selection of a
person in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

The election is not a thing to be taken lightly, but there is
one common point in which the common
first duty of the student organization is to determine the
identity of the person in the office, student funds were
waste, the selection of the ballot to the ballot, the
containment of others at all times, was not available.

NATIONAL DEFENSE WEEK

The largest week of the year was Defense Week, which
happened from February 17 to February 22 and records in which
we know of any tentative results. As is the custom during National
Week, there were many speeches, most of them about defense.

John E. F. Schilling, editor of the Thresher, is Metro's
Information Center, 202 Rice Hall. Rice Radio Service
is at least no better than the 400-year-old tradition. The
instructor in analytical chemistry showed up in class with
two of the Galveston gals. The Quaker Pen Hospital repairs all
Pens and Pencils. 801 Kress Bldg.
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Mumbled over it trying to get my palms to the Institute. Hern I stand without a stitch—rolling places to put my furniture! I bet that squawking about neighbors! Carey, I up my curls—and you don't hear me, that thing just as easy as not. Here hamper! I bet she put that chair 23 miles from the Corpus Christi pass to he able to take it. You have to face The Rice expedition, working with a whale lay half buried in the sand about days ago, was presented to the Institute proper, and a dance follows. The Institute has paid $75 at the Betsy Ross House and $15 at the American Baptist Church for men's and women's sleeping bags. A Mr. and Mrs. Van Otterloo are the owners of the house. A Mr. and Mrs. Van Otterloo are the owners of the house.
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Battery, First Base Jobs Chief Question
Worrying Owl Coach

Third Base Job Also Will Be Wide Open if Stein Takes Up Scheduling With Locals

Baseball practice started in earnest Thursday afternoon as Coach Cecil Gregg began work for the opening of the Southwest Conference season on March 29 against Texas University. Almost thirty candidates answered the call for practice.

Uniforms and other equipment were issued to squad members Tuesday afternoon but regular practice did not commence until Thursday. Gregg is faced with the task of building a machine around a few veterans with several of the most important positions probably to be filled by rookies. The Owls have been playing baseball for only the past two years after dropping it as a regular conference sport last season.

The pitching situation, the most important, is quite good. Walter Morey and Mike Smith and a host of promising athletes are all expected to form the regular nine. Mike Smith, Floyd McKee and Herbert Oldham from Texas A and M; Ray Smith and Boone and Morey, probably will make up the four-man staff. Captain Tom Victor will hold down the lefty spot, and Daniel P. Rice, a former junior high school pitcher and a former football player, will probably handle the righty spot. A fourth pitcher is being organized and will work before the Owls open the Southwest season. Semi-amateur teams will furnish the opposition in several practice games to be announced in the next few weeks.

PATTIE TO SPONSOR NEW CAMERA CLUB FOR RICE STUDENTS

The Rice Camera Club, a newly-organized group, will be invited to attend the meeting Tuesday night, March 8, at seven o'clock at Harry Brown's home, 2203 Harrlesburg Blvd.

The first base position, left vacant last year, will probably be filled by students of the Institute. Dr. Pattie is organizing a faculty division of the club. If the students are interested, he will surely be present. The Owls have been playing baseball for only the past two years after dropping it as a regular conference sport last season.

The pitching situation, the most important, is quite good. Walter Morey and Mike Smith and a host of promising athletes are all expected to form the regular nine. Mike Smith, Floyd McKee and Herbert Oldham from Texas A and M; Ray Smith and Boone and Morey, probably will make up the four-man staff. Captain Tom Victor will hold down the lefty spot, and Daniel P. Rice, a former junior high school pitcher and a former football player, will probably handle the righty spot. A fourth pitcher is being organized and will work before the Owls open the Southwest season. Semi-amateur teams will furnish the opposition in several practice games to be announced in the next few weeks.

THE STRONGEST STATEMENT-
the best advertising—is to tell something about a product that the user can prove for himself.

A lot of smokers have found that Chesterfields have a taste they like...that Chesterfields are MINDER.

You can prove for yourself that Chesterfields SATISFY.

...you'll find more pleasure in Chesterfields milder better taste